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GOLD MILE STAKES 1 MILE (TURF)

RACE #2 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#3 – Degree of Risk tied for the top, pedigree score for the distance and surface. The Woodbine shipper gets Del 
Mar’s top route/turf jockey in Flavien Prat and drops for a Grade I outing.

#8 – Ready to Purrform improved dramatically from her first race to her second for trainer Brad Cox, who tore 
up last year’s Breeders Cup. The $150,000 filly is undefeated in two starts and should rally late.

#9 – Boise is the only starter in the field to post a last race speed figure above par for this level. That was an easy 
5 ½ furlong win on Golden Gate grass. She’s stretching out and turning twice for the first time, otherwise she’d be 
rated higher.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#4 – Optimising won her debut in England on an all-weather track, shipped to Del Mar afterwards and finished 
fourth on turf in her US debut. She should improve in her second US/Del Mar effort and really like John 
Velazquez’s timing in routes.

#7 – Birth of Cool is another with the highest pedigree ranking for the distance/surface. She bumped up her 
speed number nicely in her second career start but ran into all sorts of problems late. A good start and clean trip 
is all she might need.

#6 – Nobals should be forwardly placed right out of the gate and appears to have some of the strongest late run 
of the pacesetter. Trainer Larry Rivelli and jockey E.T. Baird win at a sound 41% together.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: There is plenty of early pace here. DEGREE OF RISK 
and THIRTY FOUR COUP share the top early pace marks. ASTRONOMER 
and DETROIT CITY got their lone wins on the lead. So, they’ll probably try to 
get on the gas again to today.

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-mile turf 
races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average winner running 
4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the opening half-mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an advantage to 
any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher rate than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Astronomer, Degree of Risk, Thirty 
Four Coupe, Optimising, Detroit City

STALKERS:
Nobals, Boise

CLOSERS:
Birth of Cool, Ready to Purrform, 
Aquitania Arrival

THE PLAY

DEGREE OF RISK should sit right behind the early leaders and try to run by them late. READY TO 
PURRFORM ran much quicker fractions in her second start. She’ll be hard to beat if she moves 
forward again. BOISE ran the highest, debut and last race speed figure for this crew by a wide 
margin. OPTIMISING should take a step forward in her second US race.  A little more late stamina 
and she gets the job done.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
3,4,8,9 Box

TRIFECTA: 
3,8,9/3,4,8,9/3,4,

7,8,9

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
5/2

20-1
5-1

12-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Degree of Risk
Ready to Purrform

Boise
Optimising

Birth of Cool
Nobals

3
8
9
4
7
6



GOLDEN STATE JUVENILE FILLIES STAKES 7 FURLONGS
RACE #3 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#5 – At the Spa is taking the biggest class drop based on purse size. Rewind to her first three races and 
she’s probably the fastest out of the gate with speed the preferred running style at the distance/surface.

#3 – Big Novel upped her speed number from race to race in her first three starts. She ran some of the 
fastest opening, quarter fractions along the way to the top, last race speed figure, which was above par for 
this level.

#6 – Big Switch won her debut from off the pace as the even money favorite despite some early 
problems. Her workouts since have been fast, expecting her to improve in her second career run.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#8 – Rose Maddox will be trying her third different surface in as any races. She won on Golden Gate’s all-
weather in her debut, second by a neck on Santa Anita grass in round two and tries dirt now.  

#4 – It's Simple was the betting favorite versus a few in here in her first two starts, both on dirt. She 
regressed from race to race in the first three but a few fast recent works suggest she’s ready to bounce 
back.

#2 – Bold Choice is one of two horses in this group to run a speed figure above par for this level. She’s had 
problems in her first two and comes from way back, which can lead to troubled trips.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: IT’S SIMPLE and AT THE SPA have a sizable 
early foot edge over MADIHA, DIZELLA and VRONSKY FEINT 
according to their pace figures and early fractions.

AT THE SPA is three for three with Tyler Baze who returns today. 
Joe Bravo stays on BIG NOVEL instead of BIG SWITCH, tells you 
which he likes better, both should be contenders. ROSE MADDOX’s 
last workout on dirt was fast enough to suggest she’ll like the 
surface.

Distance/Surface Bias: They ran just 11 races at the distance/
surface during the July to September meet. Nine of the 11 winners 
were considered early speed. 

Post Position Stats: Inside/outside, the rail and horses starting 
from the eight and out won the most, followed closely by posts 
four through seven.

EARLY SPEED:
It's Simple, At the Spa, Vronsky Feint

STALKERS:
Madiha, Big Nove, Drizella

CLOSERS:
Bold Choice, Big Switch, Rose Maddox, 
Vivacious Vanessa

THE PLAY

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
3,5,6,8 Box

TRIFECTA: 
3,5,6/3,5,6,8/

3,4,5,6,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2 

M/L ODDS

4-1
3-1
8-1

10-1
5-1
6-1

HORSE NAME

At the Spa
Big Novel
Big Switch

Rose Maddox
It's Simple

Bold Choice

HORSE #

5
3
6
8
4
2

AT THE SPA is three for three with Tyler Baze who returns today. Joe Bravo stays on BIG NOVEL instead of BIG 
SWITCH, tells you which he likes better, both should be contenders. ROSE MADDOX’s last workout on dirt was fast 
enough to suggest she’ll like the surface.



SENATOR KEN MADDY STAKES 5 FURLONGS (TURF)
RACE #4 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#8 – Superstition shares the highest, pedigree marks for the distance and surface. Trip analysis sets up 
almost perfectly for her as she’ll let all the speed run a hot pace, sit right behind and then pass late.

#1 – Hear My Prayer has speed and sits on the rail, which wins almost one of every four races. She ran 
the highest, last race speed figure and the only number above par for this level.

#3 – Angelcents is probably the fastest from the word go. She’s all or nothing from the front, six wins in 
nine race and nothing else in the other three. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#2 – A G Indy put up some of the fastest, opening quarter-mile fractions in her last start and inside speed was the 
way to the winners’ circle during the summer meet.

#5 - Time Limit is another early race sprinter and has never run off the board on turf in five races, including two wins 
in two races at the distance.

#4 – Aqua Seaform Shame should benefit from all the early pace in front of her. If a pack goes out with an opening 
quarter in 20 seconds or less, she’ll take advantage on pass a lot of tired legs late.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: There will be plenty of smoke when the 
gates open. ANGELCENTS has the strongest pace numbers but 
will need to clear HEAR MY PRAYER and A G INDY to her inside. It 
could be a tough task, but not as hard as AMBASSADOR LUNA 
trying to sprint her way towards the front from the nine gate.

Distance/Surface Bias: Thirty-one of the 40 races at the distance/
surface in the Del Mar meet were won by early speed types with 
half (20) leading from gate to wire.

Post Position Stats: There was a strong inside bias with the 
inside three accounting for more than half of the winners. 

EARLY SPEED:
Hear My Prayer, A G Indy, Angelcents, Time 
Limit, Anna Fantastic, Ambassador Luna

STALKERS:
Aqua Seaform Shame, Thunder Love, 
Superstition, Lagertha

CLOSERS:

THE PLAY

SUPERSTITION is undefeated in three at Del Mar is likely to get an ideal trip. HEAR MY PRAYER, A 
G INDY and ANGELCENTS have dominate inside three draws and should be the three on the lead. 
They could run 1-2-3 in any order all the way around the track

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
1,2,3,8 Box

TRIFECTA: 
1,3,8/1,2,3,8/1,2,3,

5,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

Superstition
Hear My Prayer

Angelcents
A G Indy

Time Limit
Aqua Seaform Shame

3-1
4-1
6-1
5-1
6-1
8-1

8
1
3
2
5
4



GOLDEN STATE JUVENILE STAKES  7 FURLONGS

RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#11 – Slow Down Andy won his debut with the highest, last race speed figure, smoking a field of six by 4 ¾ 
lengths. He should improve in his second career start, but the same race would have a similar result.

#3 – I Know Cash Flow has increased his speed figure from race to race in his first three starts. The 
fractions in his last were the fastest despite running a half-furlong more than in his previous pair of races.

#1 – Joker Boy is one of two horses running for a smaller purse in this race compared to his last. He has 
the top, pedigree for the distance/surface and should benefit from cutting back to 7 furlongs from 1 1/16 
miles.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#12 – Finneus is the other to take a class drop and should be on of the horses with the most late energy. He 
finished in the money four of five on a fast track. The lone miss was his only route, so cutting back here should 
be helpful. 

#4 – Billy's Bet won his debut at 3-1 odds going wire to wire at Santa Anita. Jockey Geovanni Franco has one of 
the top win rates in Del Mar sprints.

#5 – Fast Draw Munnings is another debut winner that could be better in his second career start. His workouts 
since indicate race number two could be a little better than race number one. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: The first call fractions could be on the quick 
side as many in here are used to running in shorter races. 
BILLY’S BEY and LIBERTY FOREVER have an early edge over the 
rest. Although, BILLY’S BET is likely the faster of the two, being 
inside should give LIBERTY FOREVER the advantage out of he 
gates. 

Distance/Surface Bias: They ran just 11 races at the distance/
surface during the July to September meet. Nine of the 11 
winners were considered early speed. 

Post Position Stats: Inside/outside, the rail and horses starting 
from the eight and out won the most, followed closely by posts 
four through seven.

EARLY SPEED:
Liberty Forever, I Know Cash Flow, Billy's 
Bet, Groovy Huey, Slow Down Andy

STALKERS:
Joker Boy, Fast Draw Munnings, Imlooknformischief, 
Love Candy, Moose Mitchell

CLOSERS:
Socal Red, Finneus, Bandera Azteca

THE PLAY

SLOW DOWN ANDY ran the top debut number in this field and should take a step forward here. I 
KNOW CASH FLOW has major pace improvements in his last race. JOKER BOY is undefeated in two 
a Del Mar. FINNEUS finished second behind PINEHURST at the track/distance/surface. PINEHURST 
is considered one of the best two-year-olds.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
1,3,11,12 Box 

TRIFECTA: 
1,3,11/1,3,11,12/1

,3,4,11,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5-1
8-1
7/2
4-1
8-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Slow Down Andy
I Know Cash Flow

Joker Boy
Finneus

Billy's Bet
Fast Draw Munnings

11
3
1

12
4
5



BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF SPRINT (G2)  5 FURLONGS (TURF)
RACE #6 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#8 – Averly Jane is fast, getting better with her speed numbers rising from race to race in her last three 
and is undefeated in four races, none of them have been close.

#7 – Armor is a neck away from being undefeated in three races with Ryan Moore riding. Moore made 
the trip from England and has the mount here. 

#9 – One Timer is undefeated in three races, two on all weather tracks and her last on Santa Anita turf. 
Her speed figure took a dip on the grass go. She’ll need to bump it up in her second off the bench to win 
here.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#6 – Twilight Gleaming has two wins and two second in four starts. She broke she maiden at Belmont as the $0.65 
favorite, gearing down at the end. Then she went to England and France to compete in a pair of very strong races.

#11 – Derrynane ran the top, last race speed figure and has 16 furlongs of workout since, including a fast work in 
her last. Her speed numbers increased in her first three starts and could be the prime beneficiary of a fast pace.

#3 – Go Bears Go has run in three straight European Group 1 races, struggling of late as the races get longer. He 
cuts back to 5 furlongs where he is a neck from being undefeated in two. This is the right distance for him.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: It’s hard to say what some of the 
international horses are going to do. However, GO BEARS GO 
is pacesetter and will likely keep early company with AVERLY 
JANE and ONE TIMER. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Thirty-one of the 40 races at the 
distance/surface in the Del Mar meet were won by early 
speed types with half (20) leading from gate to wire.

Post Position Stats: There was a strong inside bias with the 
inside three accounting for more than half of the winners. 

EARLY SPEED:
Go Bears Go, Vertiginous, Twilight Gleaming, Averly Jane, One 
Timer, Run Curtis Run, Thunder Love (AE), Sumter (AE)

STALKERS:
Twilight Jet, Kaufymaker, Hierarchy, Armor, Time to 
Party

CLOSERS:
Derrynane

THE PLAY

AVERLY JANE is yet to be challenged in four starts. ARMOR has run his best at the distance with 
two wins and a second in four tries. ONE TIMER is yet to run a clean race but is still undefeated 
in three starts. TWILIGHT GLEAMING has hit the board in three of three on turf and two of two 
at the distance.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
6,7,8,9 Box  

TRIFECTA: 
7,8,9/6,7,8,9/6,7,

8,9,11

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5/2
6-1
4-1
4-1

12-1
15-1

HORSE NAME

Averly Jane

Armor

One Timer

Twilight Gleaming

Derrynane

Go Bears Go

8
7
9
6

11
3



NETJETS BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES (G1) 1 1/16 MILES 

RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#6 – Echo Zulu has the best pedigree for the distance and surface. She’s undefeated in three and none of them were 
close. The only negative is that she did regress a little in her last, but still won by 7 ¼ lengths in a Grade I.

#5 – Juju's Map has not been challenged since stretching out to a route in her last two starts. She won her last with 
some strong, inner race improvements and put in a bullet work since. 

#2 – Hidden Connection is undefeated in two races, and they weren’t competitive. She improved from race to race 
and won at today’s distance in her last. She looks a small cut below the top two. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#1 – Desert Dawn has improved her speed figure in each of her three starts. A fast early pace between the 
three favorites would be her best chance as she’ll make her move late. 

#4 – Tarabi is stretching out for the first time. She faced the top choice in her last, finishing second by 4 lengths 
after bashing into the gate. A clean start could put her in the money again.

#3 – Sequist will likely be way behind at the start ad try to close late. The problem is that all the horses in front 
of her have similar or better late pace numbers. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: JUJU’S MAP and ECHO ZULU should be able 
to move to the front without a lot of pressure. HIDDEN 
CONNECTION will try to keep up but doesn’t have the pace or 
numbers of the top two. 

Distance/Surface Bias: There were only three races at the 
distance in the prior Del Mar meet, but all three were won by speed 
horses with the average winner 1st/2nd at the quarter mile marker 
and leading at the half. 

Post Position Stats: Horses four through seven won all three, but 
it’s not enough data to consider it a trend. 

EARLY SPEED:
Hidden Connection, Juju's Map, Echo Zulu

STALKERS:
Desert Dawn, Tarabi

CLOSERS:
Sequist

THE PLAY

ECHO ZULU should be on/near the lead all the way around the track and difficult to beat. JUJU’S MAP has is the 
logical choice to pull off the upset as she could get the jump on the field early. HIDDEN CONNECTION is used 
to having her way, let’s see how she responds when challenged. DESERT DAWN looks as good as the rest with 
the highest, morning line odds.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
6/1,2,5

TRIFECTA: 
6/2,5/1,2,3,4,5

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2
ALT 3

M/L ODDS

4/5
5/2
5/2

20-1
12-1
15-1

HORSE NAME

Echo Zulu
Juju's Map

Hidden Connection
Desert Dawn

Tarabi
Sequist

6
5
2
1
4
3



BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF (G1) 1 MILE (TURF) 
RACE #8 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#9 – Koala Princess has two wins in two races, one as the pacesetter and one coming from off the pace, 
versatile. She’s stretching out to a route for the first time, a 30% angle for trainer Arnaud Delacour. 

#1 – Pizza Bianca improved across all metrics in her second career effort. You know for sure she can handle 
the distance. Biggest concern is Joel Rosario chooses to ride KOALA PRINCESS instead after piloting PIZZA 
BIANCA in her first two.

#6 – Hello You is a $400,000 horse, the most expensive in the field by a decent margin. She struggled on a 
good surface in her English races until her last, when she ran away from the pack late. Maybe, she’s about to 
live up to the price tag.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#13 – Mise En Scene is undefeated on a good surface in two starts, both with jockey Oisin Murphy, who 
returns after a one race hiatus. She misfired in her last on a soft track, Del Mar should be firm and fast, to her 
liking. 

#2 – Cairo Memories has a real strong late run and is undefeated in two, including her debut at today’s track/
distance/surface. Her last race was a mile at Santa Anita where she rated off the leaders and rallied to an easy 
win. 

#12 – Malavath is a wildcard. She’s stretching out for the first time, making her US debut after winning a 
group 2 in France but is yet to win on a good surface. She has the breeding and could go off as an overlay.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: This could get off to a slowish start. 
TURNERLOOSE will likely take charge early and hope to set 
reasonable fractions as SAIL BY and HAUGHTY would likely rather 
be co-pilots than pilot. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-
mile turf races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average 
winner running 4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the 
opening half-mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an 
advantage to any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher 
rate than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Turnerloose, Sail By, Haughty

STALKERS:
Cairo Memories, Cachet, Bubble Rock, Hello You, 
Koala Princess, Mise En Scene

CLOSERS:
Pizza Bianca, Consumer Spending, Helens Well, 
California Angel

THE PLAY

This might be the most wide-open race of the weekend. KOALA PRINCESS ran the top, last race speed 
figure and could move forward following some rest. PIZZA BIANCA has the strongest late pace 
numbers in the field. HELLO YOU appears to rounding into peak form. MISE EN SCENE should find Del 
Mar’s firm footing to her liking.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
1,6,9,13 Box

TRIFECTA: 
1,6,9/1,6,9,13/1,2,

6,9,13

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

6-1
5-1

10-1
6-1

12-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Koala Princess
Pizza Bianca

Hello You
Mise En Scene

Cairo Memories
Malavath

9
1
6

13
2

12



BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE (G1) 1 1/16 MILES 
RACE #9 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#12 – Corniche is the only horse to hit triple digits on the speed gun, others have come close. He hit the 
benchmark number in his last race and is the only to top par for this level. 

#9 – Pinehurst is undefeated in two, both at Del Mar. This will be the first time that he goes two turns, 
which seems OK as Bob Baffert hits at 33% in first routes. Also important to note that Hall of Fame jockey 
Mike Smith picked CORNICHE instead.

#1 – Jack Christopher won his two starts easily. Although this isn’t his first route run, it is the first time 
he’ll try two turns and you just don’t know how they’ll respond. The inside post should help with the test 
as h shouldn’t be forced wide.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#2 – Jasper Great is a huge unknown, but you have to consider a horse that beat a field of 10 by 10 lengths in its 
debut. The lack of info could make him go off at long odds, making for another ORDER OF AUSTRALIA?

#10 – Commandperformance is yet to win in two starts; so, it’s hard to rank a winless horse any higher than this 
versus the toughest company he’s faced. He got better in race number two compared to race number one and was 
closing hard on JACK CHRISTOPHER in his last, maybe the extra 1/16 mile helps.

#3 – Oviatt Class could be a live longshot as he has the best late pace numbers in the field. He’s stepped forward in 
the three races after his debut, can handle the distance and has a win and third in two at Del Mar.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: JACK CHRISTOPHER has the slight early 
pace advantage over PINEHURST and CORNICHE but has a huge 
edge being on the rail with an early turn. The outside pair will 
have to hit the jets to clear all the inside traffic, which could 
make them go faster than they want to go. 

Distance/Surface Bias: There were only three races at the 
distance in the prior Del Mar meet, but all three were won by 
speed horses with the average winner 1st/2nd at the quarter 
mile marker and leading at the half.  

Post Position Stats: Horses four through seven won all three, 
but it’s not enough data to consider it a trend. 

EARLY SPEED: 
Jack Christopher, Giant Game, Pinehurst, Corniche

STALKERS:
Pappacap, Barossa, Tough to Tame

CLOSERS:
Oviatt Class, Double Thunder, American Sanctuary, 
Commandperformance

THE PLAY
CORNICHE is undefeated in two and hasn’t been challenged, will need to overcome the outside draw. 
PINEHURST is two for two at Del Mar and hasn’t been challenged either, distance and two turns are the 
question marks. JACK CHRISTOPHER also has to answer the two turns question but looks ready to try 
with a bullet work in his last. JASPER GREAT comes in from Japan after winning his debut big, major 
unknown but could be massively underbet. 

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
1,2,9,12 Box

TRIFECTA: 
1,9,12/1,2,9,12

/1,2,9,10,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

Corniche
Pinehurst

Jack Christopher
Jasper Great

Commandperformance
Oviatt Class

5/2
5-1
9/5

15-1
5-1
20-1

12
9
1
2
10
3



BREEDERS' CUP JUVENILE TURF (G1) 1 MILE (TURF) 
RACE #10 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#1 – Modern Games has won three in a row on a “good” rated course in England. The connections are 
second to none with Godolphin, trainer Charles Appleby and jockey William Buick, who is ¾ a length from 
going three for three on MODERN GAMES.

#6 – Mackinnon clipped heels in his last and still managed to win his third race in a row, including two 
for two at Del Mar and all three at today’s distance.

#2 – Albahr won his US debut as the 3/5 favorite, easily handling a Grade I field by 2 ¼ lengths at 
Woodbine. It’s another Godolphin/Appleby combo but faces much tougher here.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#14 – Dubawi Legend has been facing stiff company in England and is making his US debut. If he’s ready, he should 
be a good fit here, tracking the leaders and then making his move down the stretch. 

#3 – Dakota Gold is undefeated in two starts, winning his last at Monmouth without the benefit of jockey 
encouragement via a whip. He’s put in two bullet works since his last and looks ready for another strong effort.

#10 – Portfolio Company has gotten better from race to race in his three starts for trainer Chad Brown. Today, he 
gets jockey Falvien Prat who is Del Mar top, turf and route rider. Prat will need to find a way to stop the horse from 
hanging late like he did in the last two.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: There isn’t a straight-out burner in this 
group. PORTFOLIO COMPANY, COINAGE and DUBAWI LEGEND 
might go out 1-2-3, but not at reckless pace. Maybe GRAFTON 
STREET forces them to up the tempo after going wire to wire in his 
last on synthetic but was far off the pace in his lone grass go. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-
mile turf races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average 
winner running 4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the 
opening half-mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an 
advantage to any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher 
rate than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Portfolio Company, Coinage, Dubawi 
Legend, Detroit City (AE)

STALKERS:
Modern Games, Dakota Gold, Tiz the 
Bomb, Glounthaune

CLOSERS:
Albahr, Slipstream, Great Max, Stolen Base, 
Grafton Street, Credibility

THE PLAY

MODERN GAMES appears to be on the upswing and is just ¾ a length from winning his last four. 
MACKINNON is undefeated since stretching out to a mile. ALBAHR has four wins and a third in five 
races, the debut was the lone miss. DUBAWI LEGEND has one of the top pedigree rankings for the 
distance and surface. 

EXACTA:
1,2,6,14 Box
TRIFECTA: 

1,2,6/1,2,6,14/1,2,
3,6,14

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1 
ALT 2 

M/L ODDS

5-1
8-1
6-1
4-1
8-1
6-1

HORSE NAME

Modern Games
Mackinnon

Albahr
Dubawi Legend

Dakota Gold
Portfolio Company

HORSE #

1
6
2
14
3

10



THOROUGHBRED AFTERCARE ALLIANCE STAKES (G2) 1 5/8 MILES 

RACE #2 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#4 – Tizamagician has run the fastest opening fractions for this group and should be forwardly placed at a 
reasonable pace. He ran the top, last race speed figure in his last start and doesn’t face as strong a field here.

#2 – Lone Rock disappointed at the 1/9 favorite in his last after being bumped early and running wide. He hasn’t 
raced since and tends to run well off the bench, winning his last three first starts after a layoff.

#5 – Zestful has a win, place and show in four races at Del Mar and is coming off a win at Fresno. Trainer Peter 
Miller follows a win with another at 22%.  

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#3 – Cupid's Claws will be coming from off the pace, He’s faced TIZAMAGICIAN and ZESTFUL a few times, 
finishing behind both. There is nothing in his form suggesting he can beat both.

#6 – Locally Owned has the top pedigree score for the distance and is the lone entrant with a win at the 
distance, beating LONE ROCK in his last at Belmont. He’ll probably need to be better to do the same again.

#7 – Hapi Hapi looks overmatched and might be a tick better than Mad Grace.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: LONE ROCK should have the early 
edge on ZESTFUL and TIZAMAGICIAN, but all of them are 
just as happy to ride shotgun. Don’t expect to see too 
strong an early pace, although these three could get some 
considerable distance from the rest.

Distance/Surface Bias: There weren’t enough races at the 
distance to identify any trends.  

Post Position Stats: There weren’t enough races at the 
distance to identify any trends.  

EARLY SPEED:
Lone Rock, Tizamagician, Zestful

STALKERS:

CLOSERS:
Mad Grace, Cupid's Claws, Locally Owned, Hapi 
Hapi

THE PLAY

TIZAMAGICIAN and LONE ROCK could run 1-2 all the way around the track in either order. ZESTFUL 
should chase the leaders from start to finish. CUPID’S CLAW might have the strongest late run of the 
closers.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
2,4,5 Box

TRIFECTA: 
2,4,5/2,3,4,5/2

,3,4,5,6

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

HORSE NAME

Tizamagician
Lone Rock

Zestful
Cupid's Claws
Locally Owned

Hapi Hapi

4
2
5
3
6
7

M/L ODDS

8/5
6/5
8-1
6-1
6-1

30-1



GOLDIKOVA STAKES (G2)  1 MILE (TURF)

RACE #3 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#2 – Princess Grace has six wins in seven races with a second by a half-length after she gave up the lead late. 
She’s three for three at the distance and is well rested. 

#7 – Going Global is a half length from being undefeated since coming to the US in six races. She has a win and 
a second in two at Del Mar and the same record at the distance.

#8 – Warren's Showtime is a miler. She has six wins in 14 races at the distance, just two in eight runs of any 
other length. Overall, she finished in the money 13 of 14 at a mile. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#1 – Zofelle has the top pedigree rating and speed number at the distance where she has three wins, a pair of 
seconds and thirds in nine efforts. She has some of the best late numbers in the field and should be closing late.

#3 – Abscond ran the best, last race speed figure for this group and could be a little better in her third start 
following a layoff. She faced PRINCESS GRACE two races back, missing by just a ½ length.

#9 – Constantia looks like the best of the rest based on her Del Mar experience and record at the distance. 
She’ll try to outkick the field in the final steps.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: There isn’t a traditional frontrunner with 1 
tattooing their past performance lines. Based on early pace 
figures, WARREN’S SHOWTIME could be the one pulling the string 
but there might not be much distance between the leader and the 
laggard. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-
mile turf races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average 
winner running 4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the 
opening half-mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an 
advantage to any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher 
rate than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:

STALKERS:
Princess Grace, Abscond, Ippodamia's Girl, 
Going Global, Warren's Showtime

CLOSERS:
Zofelle, Glesga Gal, Bodhicitta, 
Constantia

THE PLAY

There isn’t much light between PRINCESS GRACE and GOING GLOBAL, we’ll give the four-year-old 
PRINCESS GRACE the slight nod over the three-year-old. WARREN’S SHOWTIME has 10 consecutive 
high-quality races, expecting number 11. ZOFELLE tends to run well after some rest. She’s been off 
since early June.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
2,7/1,2,3,7,8

TRIFECTA: 
2,7/1,2,3,7,8/1,

2,3,7,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

8/5
9/5

12-1
6-1
8-1

15-1

HORSE NAME

Princess Grace
Going Global

Warren's Showtime
Zofelle

Abscond
Constantia

2
7
8
1
3
9



BREEDERS' CUP FILLY & MARE SPRINT (G1) 7 FURLONGS
RACE #4 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#6 – Bella Sofia has better early and late pace numbers than GAMINE, meaning she could be 
in front of the heavy favorite and stay there. She’s no stranger to winning with four blowouts 
in five starts, missing by just a length in the other.

#5 – Gamine is a winner of nine of 10 and four of four at the distance. She’s the defending 
champion, winning this race by 6 ¼ lengths at Keeneland last year.  

#3 – Edgeway has seven high quality starts in eight races. The lone bad one was versus 
GAMINE where she finished fourth, 11 lengths behind. She got off to a rough start and had 
some problems throughout the race.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#4 – Ce Ce should be at/near peak performance in her third start after a layoff. The third race was by far the best in 
her last three-race cycle. She is running the best she has in her career and will be well positioned to pounce if the 
first three go too fast.

#2 - Estilo Talentoso has hit the board in eight of nine at the distance with a win, six seconds and a third. Winners’ 
Circle avoidance appears to be an issue for her, but she’s always close at the end.

#1 – Proud Emma has two wins and two second in four races at Del Mar. She looks a cut below the others on 
paper, but is making the classic third start after a layoff and could get a piece with the right trip.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: In what could be a shock to GAMINE, she 
could be trailing BELLA SOFIA early as BELLA SOFIA has the better 
early pace numbers, albeit against lighter company. EDGEWAY will 
be right there too. The trio needs to be mindful to run reasonable 
early fractions.  

Distance/Surface Bias: They ran just 11 races at the distance/
surface during the July to September meet. Nine of the 11 winners 
were considered early speed. 

Post Position Stats: Inside/outside, the rail and horses starting 
from the eight and out won the most, followed closely by posts 
four through seven.

EARLY SPEED:
Edgeway, Gamine, Bella Sofia

STALKERS:
Estilo Talentoso, Ce Ce

CLOSERS:
Proud Emma

THE PLAY

BELLA SOFIA has increased her speed number in four straight, including the top, last race 
figure by a sizable margin. GAMINE is the one to beat, something that’s only happened 
once in 10 races. EDGEWAY’s metrics says she fits in this group and could pull off the 
upset. CE CE hit triple digits on the speed gun in her last three starts. BELLA SOFIA is the 
only other to do the same.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
5,6/3,4,5,6

TRIFECTA: 
5,6/3,5,6/2,3,

4,5,6

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2 

M/L ODDS

5/2
3/5

12-1
4-1

12-1
20-1

HORSE NAME

Bella Sofia
Gamine
Edgeway

Ce Ce
Estilo Talentoso

Proud Emma

HORSE #

6
5
3
4
2
1



BREEDERS' CUP TURF SPRINT (G1) 5 FURLONGS (TURF)
RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#2 – Emaraaty Ana has been strong at the distance with two wins, a second and a third in five races. He’s 
raced well on a good surface and should like the firm footing at Del Mar. 

#3 – Golden Pal has won four of six with a second in five on grass. The lone on, top two finish was at York 
in England versus a strong field. 

#4 – Lieutenant Dan has nine excellent starts in his last 10 efforts, is undefeated in two at Del Mar and is 
three for three in sprints of 5/5 ½ furlongs on grass. That’s a few positive checkmarks.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#9 – Kimari’s preferred surface might be dirt where he has four wins in four races. However, he’s fared well on grass 
too, hitting the board in five of six. He can be up front or in the back. His versatility could help if the pace is too hot.

#6 – A Case of You should be right off the pace with a solid late punch. He’s coming of an impressive Group 1 win at 
Paris Longchamp. A similar effort could equal a similar result. 

#1 – Glass Slippers is the defending champ and has faces some stiff competition since, with three thirds in 2021. He’s 
lost to some really good horses, including A CASE OF YOU, but could turn the tables with a strong performance from 
the rail.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: There should be plenty of giddy up and go 
here, maybe setting it up nicely for tactical speed and stalkers. 
GOLDEN PAL should be the one to get his head out front, 
followed closely by CARAVEL and LIEUTENANT DAN. On the 
outside, EXTRAVAGANT KID will have to use up a lot of gas if he 
wants to be the pacesetter.

Distance/Surface Bias: Thirty-one of the 40 races at the 
distance/surface in the Del Mar meet were won by early speed 
types with half (20) leading from gate to wire.

Post Position Stats: There was a strong inside bias with the 
inside three accounting for more than half of the winners. 

EARLY SPEED:
Golden Pal, Lieutenant Dan, Arrest Me Red, Charmaine's 
Mia, Bombard (AE), The Critical Way (AE)

STALKERS:
Emaraaty Ana, A Case of You, Caravel, Kimari, Gear 
Jockey, Chaos Theory (AE), Beer Can Man (AE) 

CLOSERS:
Glass Slippers, Fast Boat, Extravagant Kid, 
Commander (AE), Hollywood Talent (AE)

THE PLAY

EMARAATY ANA has been in top form against solid competition. GOLDEN PAL will be on/
near the lead from gate to wire. LIEUTENANT DAN has some of the fastest early fractions 
for this group and loves short sprints. KIMARI could get an ideal trip right behind a swift 
early pace and go on by late.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
2,3,4,9 Box 

TRIFECTA: 
2,3,4/2,3,4,9/2,3,4,

6,9

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

Emaraaty Ana
Golden Pal

Lieutenant Dan
Kimari

A Case of You
Glass Slippers

5-1
7/2
6-1
6-1
8-1
6-1

2
3
4
9
6
1



BIG ASS FANS BREEDERS' CUP DIRT MILE (G1) 1 MILE
RACE #6 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#5 – Life Is Good is a neck away from being undefeated in five starts. The comment for that race says, 
“overconfident handling.” In other words, he should have won that race too. 

#1 – Silver State has four straight triple digit speed figures. The only horse in the field to achieve the 
accomplishment. He could move forward and mike it five in a row in his second start after a short layoff. 

#2 – Pingxiang has the top pedigree score for the distance and is a mystery coming in from Japan. 
However, what is obvious is his Del Mar workout on November 2nd, the fastest of six at 4 furlongs. 
Remember what Hall of Fame jockey Mike Smith shared with us, “How they train at a track is how they 
usually run.”

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#3 – Ginobili is the quintessential horse for the course. He has three wins over the Del Mar dirt track in four 
tries. Zero for nine at any other track or surface. 

#8 – Eight Rings won his last race versus easy company. Maybe it’s a confidence booster, but he finished a well 
beaten fourth behind GINOBILI on the prior start. He’s got some strong workouts since the Optional Claiming 
win, maybe he’s back to his early career form.

#7 – Snapper Sinclair has some versatility as he’s won on the lead, stalking, and closing. He’ll probably rate 
here based on the likely pace setup and try to pass tiring leaders late. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: LIFE IS GOOD and GINOBILI should go out 
1-2 and could run easy fractions by their standards. However, the 
two Japanese horses, PINGXIANG and JASPER PRINCE have been 
working out like their trainers want to send them from the jump.

Distance/Surface Bias: The summer meet saw 33 of the 44 races 
at the distance/surface go to speed horse with 13 leading from start 
to finish.

Post Position Bias: The first seven gates hit a similar rate, tilting 
slighting from the inside out. Horses wearing the 8 and hit a tad 
lower than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Ginobili, Life Is Good

STALKERS:
Snapper Sinclair, Eight Rings

CLOSERS:
Silver State, Restrainedvengence

THE PLAY

LIFE IS GOOD could control the race from wire to wire. SILVER STATE has the best closing 
numbers and shouldn’t be too far behind the leaders. PINGXIANG tends to win or finish way 
behind. His recent bullet workout says he should like the track. GINOBILI has some of the swiftest 
early fractions for this group and could ride shotgun all the way around the track.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:  
1,2,3,5 Box  

TRIFECTA: 
1,5/1,2,3,5/1,2,3,

5,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4/5
7/2

12-1
4-1

10-1
12-1

HORSE NAME

Life is Good
Silver State
Pingxiang
Ginobili

Eight Rings
Snapper Sinclair

5
1
2
3
8

7



BREEDERS' CUP FILLY & MARE TURF (G1) 1 3/8 MILES (TURF) 

RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#6 – Love would have been the easy favorite if she ran in the BC last year. She’s been a little out of winning 
for in 2021, but it looks like she got her edge back in her last race. At the same time, she’s finished no worse 
than third in 2021 versus some of Europe’s best male horses.

#7 – War Like Goddess has won six of seven starts with a powerful late run. She’s won all three at the 
distance by at least 2 ¼ lengths, running away from the rest in the stretch. She’s the only horse in the field 
with a last race speed figure above par for this level. Keep in mind international horses don’t come with 
speed figure. 

#12 – Audarya is the defending champion, winning this last year a nearly 18-1 odds. She’s been racing on soft 
to heavy conditions in France and England of late. She’s been on good footing only once since last year’s BC, a 
second to LOVE by ¾ a length.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#1 – Going to Vegas could make good of the horseplayers’ adage, pace makes race. She could get to the lead and stay 
there if the fractions are right. LOVE is the only other here we believe might go to the front. If GOING TO VEGAS can run 
the opening half in more than 47.5 seconds, she could be hard to catch. 

#8 – Loves Only You come in from Japan. A solid third to MISHRIFF by a half-length in the UAE tells you what she is 
capable of; however, missing as the heavy favorite in his last shows that he can stall late at times. 

#4 – Rougir might get over bet, she’s a couple necks and a head from winning her last four, but those were all on soft to 
heavy conditions. Rewind to her lone “good” track and it was her second worst outing. Concerned she won’t take to the 
firm footing. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: GOING TO VEGAS will likely get an easy lead 
here, on the rail as the only horse that likes to get to the front. There 
are a couple of international horses that might keep her honest, 
LOVE is the most likely to challenge GOING TO VEGAS for the top 
spot out of the gates.

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-mile 
turf races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average winner 
running 4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the opening half-
mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an 
advantage to any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher rate 
than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Going to Vegas

STALKERS:
Pocket Square, Love, Loves Only You, Dogtag, 
Audarya

CLOSERS:
Queen Supreme, War Like Goddess, My 
Sister Nat, Ocean Road

THE PLAY

LOVE has been against tougher company and appears to be back in form. WAR LIKE GODDESS has 
improved her final speed number in five straight. AUDAYRA seems to run her best on fast/firm 
surfaces. She should get that at Del Mar. GOING TO VEGAS will try to steal this one on the lead.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

Exacta: 
1,6,7,12 Box

Trifecta: 
6,7,12/1,6,7,12/1,6

,7,8,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
7/2
5-1

12-1
4-1
6-1

HORSE NAME

Love
War Like Goddess

Audarya
Going to Vegas
Loves Only You

Rougir

6
7

12
1
8
4



BREEDERS' CUP SPRINT (G1) 6 FURLONGS

RACE #8 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#9 – Dr. Schivel has won five in a row, three for three at Del Mar and four for four at the distance. He looks 
primed to add to those numbers with a 5 furlong bullet work of 58.2. That’s fast.

#2 – Jackie's Warrior has been smoking of late, just a neck from taking home the top prize in his last five 
races. He’ll try to get to the front and make all the others come get him, something that’s only happened in 
three of 11 starts. 

#8 – Special Reserve ran some of the fastest quarter-mile fractions for this group in his last race and his 
resume says he could be a little better in his second start after a layoff. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#1 – Following Sea is taking a step up in competition. He’s never finished out of the money in six races with 
three at the distance. A strong workout at Belmont says he could be up for the challenge. 

#3 – C Z Rocket looks like he’s lost a step (or two) in his eight-year-old campaign. However, you can’t ignore 
his back class and strong late pace numbers. He could win one for old time’s sake with the right trip and 
pace.

#5 – Aloha West has the most impressive late pace numbers and is rising up the performance ladder. He’s 
facing the toughest ever here but will be one of the horses coming the fastest at the wire.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: Oh, there could be a drag race after the gates 
open in this spot. JACKIE’S WARRIOR should put the others behind 
him at the start as he has a considerable early pace advantage. 
There will be plenty that will likely challenge the favorite. They could 
get a little carried away if they aren’t careful.

Distance/Surface Bias: Early pace types took home the winners’ 
check in 31 of 43 races during the July to September meet. A third of 
the winners lead from wire to wire.

Post Position Stats: The distance and surface play fair with a minor 
inside bias.

EARLY SPEED:
Following Sea, Jackie's Warrior, Matera Sky, 
Firenze Fire, Special Reserve

STALKERS:
Lexitonian, Dr. Schivel

CLOSERS:
C Z Rocket, Aloha West

THE PLAY

DR. SCHIVEL won his last with ease despite the right rein breaking early. JACKIE’S WARRIOR has won 
seven of eight on a fast track, something he should get as it never rains in Southern California. 
SPECIAL RESERVE has finished in the money 11 of 13 at the distance. FOLLOWING SEA improved his 
speed figure in the last thee, another step forward could be enough.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

Exacta: 
2,9/1,2,3,8,9

TRIFECTA: 
2,9/2,9/1,3,5,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
6/5
6-1
6-1

12-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Dr. Schivel
Jackie's Warrior
Special Reserve
Following Sea

C Z Rocket
Aloha West

9
2
8
1
3
5



BREEDERS' CUP MILE (G1) 1 MILE (TURF) RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF 
TOP CONTENDERS

#3 – Space Blues is his best chance to win at the Breeders Cup says trainer Charles Appleby. We believe him. 
The only problem is that he’ll come from off the pace and traffic in a deep field can be an issue.

#6 – Mo Forza is a nose away from winning nine of his last 10 starts. That’s amazing. He’s won six of eight at 
the distance with a second. He should be at/near peak form in his third start off the sidelines. 

#10 – Blowout could have a decided early edge in this race. His early pace numbers are considerably better 
than the rest. If he gets away with an opening half-mile above 47 seconds, he’ll be hard to pass.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#12 – Pearls Galore has an outstanding record on course labeled good in Ireland with four wins, a second by a 
neck and a third in six races. This year’s ORDER OF AUSTRALIA?

#2 – Smooth Like Strait has two wins and three thirds in five at Del Mar, four wins and four seconds in nine 
outings at the distance. The problem is that he’s finished behind MO FORZA in the last two. 

#8 - Hit the Road has a lot of black bold in his past performances of horses in this race that finished ahead of 
him but not by much in most cases. He has the most consistent late run in the group and could make it 
interesting late.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: BLOWOUT and SMOOTH LIKE STRAIT 
could get loose on the lead, run some reasonable fractions and 
make it difficult for the others to catch up. GOT STORMY could 
go into his back class and make it three pressing the pace, but 
that hasn’t been his style of late.

Distance/Surface Bias: Closers/stalkers won 40 of the 54 one-
mile turf races During Del Mar’s summer meet with the average 
winner running 4th/5th at the first call and 3rd/4th after the 
opening half-mile.

Post Position Stats: Post positions don’t appear to give an 
advantage to any starters with 2 and 3 winning at slightly higher 
rate than the rest.

EARLY SPEED:
Smooth Like Strait, Blowout

STALKERS:
Vin de Garde, Mo Forza, Hit the Road, Mother 
Earth, Got Stormy, Ivar, Queen Supreme

CLOSERS:
Master of The Seas, Space Blues, Raging Bull, In 
Love, Casa Creed

THE PLAY

SPACE BLUES has several Group 1 wins in Europe. The distance it the only question. MO FORZA ran 
the top last race speed figure and stands to be better in her third race off the bench. BLOWOUT will 
try to take them from wire to wire. PEARLS GALORE might be overlooked, but he should really like 
the course fast and firm.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA: 
3,6,10,12 Box

TRIFECTA: 
3,6,10/3,6,10,12/2,

3,6,10,12

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1
5-1
8-1

12-1
10-1
15-1

HORSE NAME

Space Blues
Mo Forza
Blowout

Pearls Galore
Smooth Like Strait

Hit the Road

3
6
10
12
2
8



BREEDERS' CUP DISTAFF (G1) 1 1/8 MILES
RACE #10 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#1 – Private Mission is moving up the class and performance ladder, race by race. She ran her best 
numbers in her last, a Grade II win in the Zenyatta Stales and put in a nice bullet work since. 

#6 – Letruska wins this and she’s probably “Horse of the Year”. She’s been unbelievable in 2021 with six 
wins in seven races. The lone miss was by a head to SHEDARESTHEDEVIL. She probably wins that one too 
if it’s a 1/16 mile longer like today.

#3 – Malathaat is a really good horse too, just a head away from being undefeated in seven races. She 
hasn’t faced this kind of competition. As such, she’ll need to up her game to find the winners’ circle again.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOT
#8 – Shedaresthedevil is the last horse to beat LETRUSKA, as previously mentioned. She’s been in the money in her 
last 12 races during the last two-years and 15 for 15 on the board on a fast track. 

#2 – Royal Flag has the best, last pace numbers in the field and will likely get a fast pace to close into late. He’s never 
run off the board in 12 starts and is coming off his career best effort.

#5 – Clairiere is another that wants to see super-fast fraction for the first quarter and half mile calls. She’ll be closing 
but is yet to finish ahead of MALATHAAT in three matches.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: LETRUSKA is used to having the lead all to 
herself. That might not happen here as HOROLOGIST and 
PRIVATE MISSION could beat her out of the blocks. 
SHEDARESTHEDEVIL won’t make it any easier if the other two 
falter. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Not enough races at the distance to make 
any judgments; although, we believe early speed will be 
prominent. 

Post Position Stats: Not enough races at the distance to make 
any judgments here too.

EARLY SPEED:
Private Mission, Letruska, Horologist, Shedaresthedevil

STALKERS:
Malathaat, As Time Goes By

CLOSERS:
Royal Flag, Clairiere, Dunbar Road

THE PLAY

Wow, what an amazing race. The top half of this race is loaded with quality. PRIVATE MISSION is getting 
better and better. She has the top, California jockey in Flavien Prat who will make sure she gets the right 
trip. LETRUSKA has been unreal and could take it up another notch in her third start off the bench. 
MALATHAAT is one of three to run a last race speed figure above par for this level. SHEDARESTHEDEVIL 
runs well after a little time off, like today, winning her last five first starts after a layoff.  

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

EXACTA: 
1,3,6,8 Box

TRIFECTA: 
1,3,6/1,3,6,8/1,2,3,

6,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

HORSE # HORSE NAME

Private Mission
Letruska

Malathaat
Shedaresthedevil

Royal Flag
Clairiere

M/L ODDS

8-1
8/5
4-1
4-1
8-1

12-1 5

1

6
3
8

2



BREEDERS' CUP TURF (G1) 1 1/2 MILES (TURF) 
RACE #11 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#3 – Domestic Spending is not that far from being undefeated in eight starts. Many considered him to 
be the best turf horse on this side of the Atlantic before being upset in the MR D at Arlington. He’s been 
training well and will look to make amends for failing as the 2/5 favorite in his last. 

#7 – Walton Street won his North American debut in a Grade I Laugher at Woodbine, strolling away 
from the field by 2 ¾ lengths. His history on a good surface and at the distance let’s you know Del Mar’s 
footing should be his liking.

#12 – Teona’s last two trips were his first on a track rated “good” in France and England, winning both. 
He last was versus SNOWFALL who is a highly talented horse.  

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#13 – Tarnawa won this race last year and is a pair of seconds by ¾ lengths from winning nine of her last 10 races. 
One of them was versus ST MARK’S BASCILICA, perhaps the best male grass horse on the planter prior to his early 
retirement.

#5 – Tribhuvan tends to do his best when he gets an easy lead. Well, based on early pace numbers, he could get 
away from the pace without much pressure. If he’s out front by himself with reasonable fraction, he could go wire to 
wire.

#11 – Gufo has finished in the money 13 of 13 career starts, all of which have been high quality races. Unfortunately 
for him, most of the non-winning efforts came against others in here, DOMESTIC SPENDING being the most 
prominent, beating GUFO to the wire three of thee.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS 
Early Race Outlook: As fast as ACCLIMATE is out of the gate, the 
early pace numbers say he is no match for TRIBHUVAN who 
might get a substantial lead on the rest and try to hang on late. 

Distance/Surface Bias: As you can imagine, they don’t run 
enough 1 ½ mile races to determine any biases. 

Post Position Bias: They don’t run enough 1 ½ mile races to 
determine any biases.

EARLY SPEED:
Tribhuvan, Acclimate, Channel Maker (AE)

STALKERS:
Rockemperor, Walton Street, Broome, Teona, 
Bolshoi Ballet (AE), Mogul (AE)

CLOSERS:
United, Domestic Spending, Astronaut, Yibir, 
Gufo, Tarnawa, Japan, Friar's Road (AE)

THE PLAY

Exacta:
3,5,8,10 Box

Trifecta: 
5,8,10/3,5,8,10/2,

3,5,8,10

DOMESTIC SPENDING should rate nicely and packs some serious late punch. WALTON STREET has 
two wins, a second and third in four at the distance. TEONA looks to be in peak form and getting 
better. TARNAWA has four wins in five races at the distance, winning more than $2.2 million.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1 
ALT 2 

M/L ODDS

4-1
8-1
6-1
9/5

20-1
8-1

HORSE NAME

Domestic Spending
Walton Street

Teona
Tarnawa

Tribhuvan
Gufo

HORSE #

3
7

12
13
5

11



BREEDERS' CUP CLASSIC (G1) 1 1/4 MILES 
RACE #12 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS

#4 – Essential Quality is a troubled trip and some controversy in the Kentucky Derby away from winning 
nine of nine. He put in a bullet work on Halloween and should be ready to take advantage of what should be 
a good pace set up for him.

#5 – Knicks Go knows one way to the winners’ circle, get to the front and don’t look back. That’s exactly what 
he has done in seven of his last 10 race and his last three were probably the most impressive. The only 
concern is that his fractions were a touch slower in his last race.  

#8 – Medina Spirit has a chance to put all the Kentucky Derby nonsense to bed once and for all. He’s coming 
off of his best race and might be able to take it higher in his third start after a layoff.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#3 – Hot Rod Charlie has been a hard luck horse at the top levels. He’s always fighting but has finished behind MEDINA 
SPIRIT and ESSENTAIL QUALITY every time they’ve met. Nothing in his recent form suggests that’s going to change here. 

#6 – Art Collector has increased his speed figure in four straight races and his last race was visually impressive. 
However, none of what he faced in those races compares to what he’s up against here. The last time he saw KNICKS GO, 
he finished 9 ½ lengths behind. He’s gotten a bunch better since, but maybe not enough. 

#1 – Tripoli should like the move back inside where he’s won the last two times he was on the rail and finished third by a 
length in another. He has a win and second in two at Del Mar, including one at the distance from the rail with his career 
best effort.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS
Early Race Outlook: It looks like they are going to go fast 
here. Even many of the “Stalkers” tend to hang close to the 
pacesetters. HOT ROD CHARLIE and KNICKS GO should be 
the first two to go. All the rest should not be too far behind as 
they have similar early pace numbers. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Not enough races at the distance/
surface to make any judgments.

Post Position Stats: Not enough races at the distance/
surface to make any judgments. 

EARLY SPEED:
Hot Rod Charlie, Knicks Go, Art Collector, 
Medina Spirit

STALKERS:
Tripoli, Express Train, Essential Quality, Stilleto Boy, 
Max Player

CLOSERS:

THE PLAY

ESSENTIAL QUALITY has the highest pedigree score for the distance and surface. KNICKS GO has been all or 
nothing in the last two years, seven wins in nine races and nothing else. MEDINA SPIRIT ran some of the 
fastest opening fractions for this group in his last run. HOT ROD CHARLIE’S last race speed figure was above 
par, even for this level.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

Exacta: 
4,5,8/3,4,5,8

Trifecta: 
4,5,8/3,4,5,8/3,

4,5,6,8

WIN 
PLACE 
SHOW 

WILD CARD 
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1
5/2
4-1
4-1
8-1

15-1

HORSE NAME

Essential Quality
Knicks Go

Medina Spirit
Hot Rod Charlie

Art Collector
Tripoli

4
5
8
3
6
1
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